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1
S

ustainability is a pillar of GOL’s business. It is
committed to sustainable growth so that its
operations are economically feasible, socially
fair and ecologically correct. It therefore strives to base
the relationship it has with its stakeholders on ethics,
transparency and social and environmental responsibility.

The following chapters explore the Company’s structure,
systems, processes and concrete actions in operations,
environmental and social management that encompass
GOL’s relationship with its stakeholders (shareholders,
clients, employees, the community and suppliers) and its
commitment to sharing value with each of them.

To reinforce its commitment to sustainability management,
the Company is creating a process to measure and monitor
defined indicators that will allow it to assess its social and
environmental performance in every link of its business
chain, as well as to identify each impact area and take
steps to minimize it.

The publication of this report for the sixth consecutive year
reasserts GOL’s commitment to corporate social responsibility and
sustainability. By presenting the Company’s progress in its social
environmental and operations management, the report aims
to provide society with an account of the results obtained by the
constant exercise of GOL’s role as a transforming agent in society
and the Company’s outlook and challenges for the coming years.
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Mission, Vision and
Values

Mission

008 was marked by the unification and strengthening of
GOL’s organizational culture. With the full integration of
VARIG, acquired in 2007, we became a much stronger
company. We reinforced our culture and values, appreciating
the Company’s inherent diversity and the strengths of each
employee so that, with a motivated team, we can offer value
added services to all our clients.

Provide safe transportation of passengers and
cargo, sustained by the trio of low cost, low fares
and excellent quality through innovative solutions,
seeking to maximize results for clients, shareholders,
employees and society.

Vision
Excel and be recognized, by 2010, as the company that
democratized quality, low cost air transportation in
South America.

We have already transported more than 100 million passengers
and made it possible for 10% of them to experience air travel
for the first time in their lives. With our efficient “eagles team”
and a solid and organized operating structure, we focus
our efforts on offering quality services at affordable prices
so that a growing number of people can fly. This outcome
is a reflection of our strategy to constantly strive to create
opportunities for all our stakeholders.

Values
Develop the Company’s business based on
original, creative, ethical and fair actions focused
on sustainable and long-lasting results, providing
clients with high quality, low cost services. For
employees, give respect, professional growth,
incentives for solidarity and fulfilling their social
and environmental responsibility.

Following this philosophy, we are in the process of
implementing a new system to monitor the Company’s social
and environmental management that will allow us to identify
the areas where we have an impact, set priorities and take
the appropriate steps to minimize them.

Social Responsibility Advisory Board
Additionally, we are constantly seeking to strengthen our
relationship with the communities where our operations are
concentrated. Thus, we focus on expanding our business
operations together with several institutions to facilitate
travel throughout the country.

Established in 2005, the Social Responsibility Advisory
Board coordinates GOL’s initiatives in the corporate
social responsibility area and works towards including
sustainability in the Company’s strategies and
processes, fostering its commitment to social and
environmental development.

After these first eight years of intense growth, we are turning
our energy inwards and consolidating. As a mature company,
we are focusing on improving processes and appreciating our
employees in order to keep growing and generate value for all.
We are aware of the wide scope of our actions and, therefore,
in addition to seeking the growth and success of our business,
we also work towards contributing to the development of
Brazilian society and the preservation of our surrounding
environment. By doing this, we believe we can share the fruit
of our history of success with society as a whole.

Constantino de Oliveira Junior
CEO
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4

A

The first Brazilian airline of the 21st century, GOL
began operations in 2001, offering safe, high quality
transportation. Since then it has become an exemplary
company in the commercial flight market, with a modern,
standardized fleet and a team dedicated to serving our over
100 million passengers.

affordable transportation option for all. Based on the lowcost concept and on tools such as the minimum-stay ticket,
the Company manages to offer low fares on routes that were
generally traveled by land. This is how GOL was able to allow
10 million passengers to fly for the first time in their lives.
To support this strategy, the Company has developed three
strong pillars that ensure profitability, efficiency and comfort
to clients:

With approximately 16,000 employees and a young fleet
of Boeing 737s, the safest and most comfortable aircraft
in their class, GOL operates around 800 daily flights to 49
cities in Brazil and the 10 largest international markets in
South America.

Fleet standardization, which increases synergy and
reduces maintenance time and cost;
Intensive use of technology, with modern systems and
processes; and
Qualified team with a unified culture of innovation and
productivity focusing on providing high quality services.

With the mission of democratizing air travel in Brazil and South
America, GOL’s strategy has reached new markets, combining
the guarantee of good economic performance and a new,

5
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Since 2008, GOL has offered national and short haul
international, while medium haul international flights have
been operated through the VARIG brand. Additionally, the
GOLLOG, SMILES and VOE FÁCIL brands offer agility, safety
and comfort to the Company’s clients, generating the best
cost-benefit ratio in the market.
To meet client demand, in 2008 we added new service
options. The Comfort Class was created for international
flights, providing clients with exclusive check-in and priority
boarding, as well as on board services such as the Portable
Entertainment Appliance (PEA) for individual entertainment.
In addition to the bonus of up to 100% on flown miles (with
the SMILES card program), Comfort Class passengers also
get an extra 50%bonus on accumulated miles.

Social and Environmental Responsibility
Aware of its role as a transforming agent in society,
GOL supports projects in education, health care and
social entrepreneurism, inclusion and mobility that
enable the development of the basic premises for the
country’s growth. The Company’s employees, responsible
for building its history, are also encouraged to exercise
their citizenship and adopt a proactive stance toward
volunteering through the Colaborador Cidadão (Citizen
Employee) project.
On the environmental front, we focus on adopting
practices that prioritize the responsible use of natural
resources and seek to minimize the Company’s impact
on the environment.

6
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Corporate structure and culture

GOL seeks to minimize the possibility of human error in
its operations and promotes recurring training sessions
to adapt its expertise to the technological advances and
modernization of equipment that are so frequent in the
aviation industry.

In 2008, GOL underwent a structural overhaul after the
acquisition of VARIG in the prior year. The transformations
resulting from the integration of the two companies’
structures and cultures allowed the Company to grow with
quality and increase the scope of its positioning to arrive in
2009 larger and stronger, with a significant presence in the
country’s main air traffic hubs.

Punctuality
Aware of how important punctuality is to its passengers, GOL
adopted measures during 2008 to continue being on time.

To monitor and guide this transformation, taking advantage
of the best attributes available, the Human Factor Advisory
Board was established, in a pioneering initiative in Brazil.
The purpose of this board is to contribute to the unification
of different corporate cultures, ensuring the standardization
of knowledge among employees and improving interaction
between them and the Company’s stakeholders, such as
clients and suppliers.

These initiatives include the integration of GOL and
VARIG check-in systems, changes in the route network –
reducing turnaround time – training of airport employees,
reformulation of layovers, hiring of new attendants and
outsourcing handling services.

7
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These measures were accompanied by steps to improve daily
monitoring of operating indicators with employee participation
from all areas of the Company and by the installation of selfservice kiosks in all of the main Brazilian airports.

The sales interface provides passengers with options like
refining searches by price or date; visualizing all nearby
airports to the search destination, allowing fare comparisons;
and the flexibility to issue open-jaw tickets.

Through the implementation of these measures GOL not only
seeks to maintain the punctuality of its boarding procedures
but also to streamline the disembarking process so that
passengers are satisfied during all phases of their flights.

For travel agencies, it offers an individual record of agents and
management of issued tickets, ensuring greater information safety.
New Skies is based on the ticketless concept, in which the
client makes a reservation and buys the ticket automatically.
Additionally, this system is also able to process code-share1
and interline2 agreements with airlines that do not use the
ticketless concept.

Restructuring
Technology platform

SMILES Program
A ticket issuance system via the website www.smiles.com.br
and the Client Relationship Center

In order to keep pace with the Company’s rapid growth, its
technology platform was reorganized to implement more
modern and integrated systems that ensure better operating
efficiency, such as:

With the expansion of the SMILES program to GOL clients, a new
ticket issuance and mile redemption system was implemented
via the website www.smiles.com.br, avoiding an overload of the
Client Relationship Center, as well as facilitating passenger
ticket selection, purchase, and mile management.

New Skies
A ticket sales system developed by the American company
Navitaire, implemented as a replacement for the Open
Skies platform.
This is a ticket sales system that affords better performance
and customer service quality, in addition to maximizing the
Company’s distribution channels, focusing on online sales.

Optima
Optima is a system that encompasses the maintenance
and operating areas and is also linked to internal and
financial controls.

1. Agreement between two airlines under which flights are shared and registered with the
prefixes of both airlines - the operating and marketing carriers.

2. Agreement between two or more airlines that enables the joint issue of point-to-point
tickets, through which combined routes are sold on a single ticket.

8
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Efficiency
The internationally recognized IOSA program evaluates
Operations Management and Control Systems of airlines
using 928 criteria to identify areas of possible non-conformity
(findings) which then must be corrected.

GOL implemented several programs designed to improve and
monitor its technical and professional structure to increase
operating efficiency and lowering costs:
Standardization of its fleet by importing new Boeing 737
Next Generation models and returning older models. This
allows GOL to save on maintenance costs, increase the daily
use rate of its aircraft, and enhance on-time performance.

To obtain certification, GOL created the Quality Assurance
Advisory Board, which reports directly to the CEO’s office.
The audit was concluded in December, resulting in 10
non-compliance findings and 10 observations, a better
performance than the industry average of about 50 noncompliance findings and 50 observations in the experience
of the SH&E auditors. SH&E mediates the processes of
certification with the International Air Transportation
Association (IATA).

Expansion of the hangar to double its current capacity
of 60 aircraft to 120 per year and set up a workshop to
repair wheels and brakes. The construction, which
began in 2008 and is expected to be concluded during the
first half of 2010, has been certified by the Minas Gerais
Department of the Environment and makes use of stateof-the-art technology to be more efficient in maintenance,
electricity consumption and the appropriate treatment of
industrial waste.

Based on that report, to successfully complete the IOSA
certification, the Company must make all the changes
suggested in the non-compliance findings by December 2009.
Since IOSA is an internationally recognized audit
program, it replaces the majority of company-specific
annual audits, resulting in savings from the elimination
of multiple audits. Moreover, IOSA certification elevates
the Company’s reputation for safety and confidence,
reflecting its excellence in this area and increasing the
potential for a wide range of commercial activities, such
as code-share agreements.

It is a modular project, so GOL can expand its structure
should there be a need for further expansion. With a young
fleet that does not need a great deal of maintenance, this
update positions the Company for growth expected in the
coming years.
Installation of winglets, aerodynamic components
positioned at the ends of wings to diminish drag, to improve
aircraft efficiency by increasing speed and reducing fuel
consumption by up to 3%. GOL is equipping its entire fleet
with winglets.
Unification of GOL and VARIG check-ins into a larger,
more stable system that provides passengers with faster
check-in and maintains the Company’s high level of
operating efficiency.

IOSA
To further increase its operating safety level and to
improve its ability to manage business risks, GOL
underwent and evaluation to obtain IATA Operational
Safety Audit (IOSA) certification.

This certification reflects the great efficiency of the GOL
team, essential to maintaining the Company’s high level of
safety and dependability.

9
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6
Staff

members, further integrating its workforce and strengthening interprofessional relations.

The Company’s success is built each and every daily by its
staff, who work dynamically and efficiently to provide clients
and passengers with the best service when flying GOL.

With unified internal and external communications, the
Company is able to maintain a consistent message, demonstrating transparency and credibility with its various
strategic audiences.

To strengthen its mission, vision and values and to disseminate the organizational culture that guides the activities of
its employees, GOL maintains an active internal communication program to spread corporate standards, procedures
and information.

Eagles Team
The Company’s staff balances the experience of members
in the technical areas (pilots, co-pilots and maintenance
specialists) – who bring expertise and safety – with the
creativity and youthful spirit of the employees in the administrative and service areas – who make GOL’s service
routine more dynamic and innovative.

Through its Corporate Portal (intranet), internal campaigns,
the Pombo-Correio bulletin board and events organized by
the communications team, GOL communicates with its staff

10
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Employees by gender
9,084

Employees by age

4,782

6,827

Men
Women

Employees by educational background

61
48

11,020

Under 18 years of age
From 18 to 35 years of age
From 36 to 60 years of age
Over 60 years of age

4,661
27

157
101

10,965

Elementary education
Secondary education
Thecnical Education
Post-secondary education
Post graduate degree

The CRC was also restructured to handle call flow and meet
the requirements of the new legislation regulating call
center operations.

With the merger between GOL and VARIG in 2008, the Company
underwent a restructuring designed to establish positions
and salaries based specifically on the new workforce. Human
resources management systems were also combined,
resulting in a single management model to handle employee
records and payroll operations.

Due to the high level of stress faced daily by the CRC team,
GOL also offers these employees a Quality of Life program,
with voice warm-up and workplace exercises, quick massage
and a decompression room with several entertainment items
such as books and magazines.

Furthermore, the Company moved to a new headquarters
near the Congonhas airport, which brings its administrative
employees closer to operations, making internal
communication easier and fostering cultural unification
between GOL and VARIG.

Benefits
GOL employees receive annual compensation through the
Profit Sharing Program (PPR), distributed in accordance with
the Company’s financial results.

In that same year, the structure of the Client Relationship
Center (CRC) was expanded to meet the increased demand
created after the merger of the GOL, VARIG and SMILES sales
and client services.

Each employee received a bonus of 70% of his or her salary
in April of 2008. The pilots, in accordance with the Company’s
compensation calculation criteria, received a percentage
based on their nominal salaries (December 2007 base) and
the variable compensation criteria (average hours flown in
2007). Compensation for crew members was calculated
based on their nominal salaries (December 2007 base) and

All the CRC representatives have been trained to learn more
about aviation and GOL, as well as the information system tools
that serve as the basis for communication with clients, and
therefore are able to provide faster, more effective service.
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a night shift premium. As a general rule, amounts corresponding to vacation time, the annual Christmas bonus salary, and
retirement and pension plan contributions are excluded from the calculations.
Additionally, GOL offers all of its employees Travel Benefits (Benefício Viagem) where they receive air tickets free of charge or
discounted fares, in accordance with the regulations governing the program’s different categories:

Category

Beneficiaries

Number of tickets

Free ticket with guaranteed seat
Nuptial Travel Benefit

Employee and spouse

One per person

Vacation Travel Benefit

Employees (extended to spouses
and children)

One per year

Promotional stand-by fare
Employee Promotional
Travel Benefit

Promotional Beneficiaries
Travel Benefit

Employees

No ticket limitation

Siblings, parents and friends

12

Time with the company

Tickets

1 to 2 years

20

3 to 4 years

30

Over 5 years

40
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Training
To maintain its quality standards, the people management organizational structure develops programs for selecting, hiring, and
retaining talent as well as technical and corporate employee training.

Corporate
Hours/ Attendees in
2008

Type

Group

Content

Integration

New employees

Company structure, services, history, policies and principles
Work rules
Benefits offered

62,973 / 2,675

Corporate Resource
Management (CRM)

Maintenance, technical
and commercial crews,
airports and sales

Flight management, interpersonal relationships, decision-making,
communication and task prioritization
LOSA (Line Oriented Safety Audit) utilization tool

16,806 / 1,012

Family Assistance Center
(FAC)

Airports

FAC volunteer work awareness, which supports families of victims
and passengers

1,708 / 368

Leadership
Development
Program (PDL)

Maintenance,
administrative and
airports

Management qualification, process and team coordination

4,602 / 170

Technical
Technical & periodic

Maintenance, technical
and commercial crews,
airports and sales

Technical procedures specifically required for performing their jobs:
simulators, re-validation of commercial and technical crew member
licenses, etc.

484,792 / 41,062

Safety

Airports

Flight security and prevention

33,612 / 8,403

Security

Airports
Maintenance
GOLLOG
Technical crew
Commercial crew

Familiarization with AVSEC (Civil Aviation Security)
International documents and fraud
Integration with administrative staff
AVSEC – Ground Operation Module
AVSEC for crew members

33,642 / 5,607
1,640 / 205
5,028 / 1,257
3,884 / 971
8,136 / 1,356

Response to
emergencies

Airports

Critical event organizational structure
Crisis management

2,880 / 1,440

Call center

SAC and 0300
Consultants
Quality monitors
Planning supervisor
Managers, Coordinators,
Supervisors
Call Center consultants

Knowing how to listen to the client
Service quality
Monitoring and feedback techniques
Call Center planning best practices
Green Belt
Recycling service deficiencies

5,210/ 878
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culture of appreciating its own human capital in a manner that
is fair, impartial and accessible.

Hiring projects
GOL develops programs promoting inclusion and equality in
employment opportunities. Since its inception in 2004, the PCD
(People with Disabilities Project) has already led to the hiring
of 486 people with disabilities. In addition to employment itself,
the project also offers courses and lectures so that the other
employees can appropriately relate to their new co-workers.

As mediator of this process, the Human Resources area, under
management’s guidance, analyzes profiles and seeks to find
talent within each team. Once each professional’s profile is
defined, development policies are designed that ensure synergy
between responsibilities and professional challenges specific
to each position, affording individual satisfaction and the
Company’s success.

In 2005, GOL joined the Projeto Aprendiz (Apprenticeship
Project), which aims to help foster citizenship, social
relationships and professional qualification for teenagers
between 14 and 18 years of age. By 2008, 118 teenagers had
participated in this project.

In 2008, 1,035 openings were filled internally.
Eagle Summit
The Company’s top management, composed of the CEO, ViceCEO, executive officers, advisors and general managers, meet
at the end of each year for a detailed annual performance
review that extracts key information to be disseminated among
our staff, highlighting the main developments and discussing
the outlook and goals for the coming year.

In 2006 the Golden Years Project was created to encourage
employment opportunities among people aged 50 and over and
encouraging employees to reflect on the importance of helping
these professionals regain their self-esteem and a sense of worth.
GOL is convinced that these employees, with their considerable
professional experience, can contribute consistently to the
Company’s growth and the quality of its operations.

The 2008 summit included, for the first time, a talk show with CEO
Constantino de Oliveira Junior hosted by journalist Christiane
Pelajo, who asked questions about the Company so that the
CEO could convey messages and concepts on the changes the
Company was going through and the result-oriented goals and
commitment. After the talk show, motivational lectures were
given on leadership, commitment and overcoming obstacles.

Internal Human Resources Development
The Company’s Internal Human Resources Development
Policy sets forth procedures and guidelines for employee
professional development that foster talent retention, motivation,
improvements in the work environment and the preparation
of potential successors. Thus GOL reinforces and reflects the

14
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Occupational Health and Safety
In November 2008, Internal Accident Prevention Week (SIPAT)
was held at the Congonhas Airport, an event organized annually
by Infraero in partnership with GOL and other airlines.

in the sports, arts and cultural arenas with 150 children
aged between 6 and 12 – who arrive at the institution by
indication of the city’s social services department – and
their respective families.

During the week, seven lectures were given on accident
prevention, health and safety awareness and quality of
life improvement.

In November, volunteers visited 9 homes of children
assisted by the institution to guide their families on how
to apply the 5S method to housekeeping. This method
consists of applying concepts of use, organization,
hygiene, standardization and self-discipline that make the
families’ daily routines easier, giving them a unique view
of housekeeping and hygiene with the purpose of avoiding
illnesses and other problems.

Volunteerism
In line with its Social Action Policy, GOL develops volunteer
projects involving its employees to encourage a proactive
attitude toward social issues and social leadership in the
community. The teams participating in each project get
appropriate qualification and guidance to ensure the success
of each initiative.

Also at the end of 2008, GOL inaugurated two locker
rooms (one for girls and one for boys) at Espaço Criança
and received a tribute from the institution with song and
dance performances.

Colaborador Cidadão Project
Every six months, volunteers from all the Company’s
bases in Brazil meet to exchange experiences,
information and success tools in the implementation of
volunteer initiatives.

Espaço Criança is a pilot project for corporate volunteer
work, aiming to develop social technology to be spread
out to the other bases participating in the Colaborador
Cidadão project: Belém, Brasília, Campina Grande, Caxias,
Chapecó, Confins, Congonhas, Cruzeiro do Sul, Curitiba,
Florianópolis, Fortaleza, Goiânia, Guarulhos, João Pessoa,
Joinville, Macapá, Maceió, Natal, Navegantes, Petrolina,
Porto Seguro, Porto Velho, Recife, Rio Branco, Santarém,
Teresina e Uberlândia.

Espaço Criança
Espaço Criança is the name given to the former Girls’
Febem headquarters located in Lagoa Santa, Minas Gerais
State. Approximately 40 employees of GOL’s Maintenance
Center in Confins do volunteer work and develop projects

15
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Social Cup
In the second half of every year GOL conducts a
social action contest among its administrative
areas and bases to collect several products for local
social institutions. The winning teams are those that
collect the largest number of donations.
In addition to benefitting the community, the 2008
Social Cup was unique in the sense that it promoted
further integration among employees of the cultural
unification process.
At the last Social Cup, 95,503 items were collected,
which included food, cleaning supplies and personal
hygiene items, bedding, clothes and school supplies.
Especially in 2008, one week of the contest was
dedicated exclusively to collecting items for the
population of Santa Catarina State, affected by the
heavy rains that fell at the end of the year.

Collection breakdown per week:
1st week (food): 5,833 kg
2nd week (house cleaning products): 855 items
3rd week (personal hygiene): 3,918 items
4th week (food, clothes and bedding): 83,695 items
5th week (school supplies): 1,202 items
Total: 95,503 items

Winning bases ranking:
BY TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS COLLECTED:
1st place: GOLLOG (71,068 points)
2nd place: Navegantes (6,877 points)
3rd place: Londrina (5,482 points)
BY TOTAL NUMBER PER EMPLOYEE
1st place: GOLLOG (1,579 points/employee)
2nd place: Navegantes (143 points/employee)
3rd place: Petrolina (102 points/employee)
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Clients

Clients joining the program may accumulate miles on
both GOL and VARIG flights, in addition to buying products
and contracting or using services offered by the program’s
130-plus partners that include major hotel chains, car
rental companies, restaurants, insurers, publishers and
educational establishments, among others. Banking
institutions and credit card administrators in Brazil,
Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay are also part of
the program. Accumulated miles may be exchanged for
air tickets on any route operated by the Company.

With the integration of GOL and VARIG a new publicity
campaign was developed featuring caterpillars that turn into
butterflies as the central characters, thus reinforcing the idea
of transformation and democratization of air transportation
(Aqui todo mundo pode voar - Here anyone can fly), as well as
GOL’s appeal as a low-cost airline.
Since GOL was founded, the democratization of air
transportation has been the key premise and driver of business
development, bringing new clients to the aviation market
through lower, more affordable prices and unique services.

DoAr Program
TheDoArProgramwascreatedsothatSMILESparticipants
may donate their miles, which are then converted into
airline tickets donated to four associated institutions
providing medical treatment to underprivileged patients
residing in remote areas located far from the country’s
major health centers. In 2008, a total of 150,000 miles
were donated to the Program and converted into15
tickets distributed among the institutions.

SMILES
In 2008 SMILES, VARIG’s loyalty program, was expanded
to GOL’s clients. Thus, more people had the opportunity
to enjoy the advantages offered by this popular mileage
program, which is present in over 200 countries and has a
client portfolio of approximately six million members.

17
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VOE FÁCIL
With more than a million members registered since it
was launched in 2005, the VOE FÁCIL program lets GOL
customers pay for their tickets in up to 36 installments,
even if they do not have credit cards.

menu, available after 5:00 P.M., which is offered after 5:00
p.m. and includes typical dishes representing the diverse
immigrant cultures that make up the Brazilian population.
For passengers of international routes the Comfort Class
was created, offering unique services.

The program is yet another GOL initiative to create
opportunities for an increasing numbers of Brazilians
to be able to experience the ease and benefits of air
travel. Through this program, the Company is honoring
its commitment to popularize air travel and to offer the
most affordable fares on the market, as well as offering
customers the most convenient payment options.

Passenger Satisfaction Survey
From November to December 2008 the Instituto Pesquisas
Inteligentes (Intelligent Research Institute) administered
a satisfaction survey to 8,000 passengers traveling on the
Company’s flights.
One of the highlights from the survey was the level of
customer satisfaction in relation to excellence in onboard service: 91% of the passengers were satisfied or
very satisfied with the service provided by our crews on
both domestic and international flights.

On-board services
The restructuring of the Company’s route network allowed
passengers to travel faster and with greater comfort,
generating a strong value proposition in the marketplace.

Another important finding was that 83% of the passengers
expressed trust in GOL and believe that the Company is
concerned with listening and responding to the needs of
its customers. The quality of unique services tailored to
passengers with special needs was also acknowledged in
the survey: 79% of clients were satisfied or very satisfied
with these services.

Through this restructuring, more options were added to
on-board services. On domestic and international routes
snacks and fast meals are served.
The Rio-São Paulo shuttle flights, connecting Rio de
Janeiro’s Santos Dumont to São Paulo’s Congonhas airport,
offer the Bistrô da Ponte (Shuttle Bistro) dining service,
featuring a variety of snacks and hot meals, depending
on the time of the flight. One of the key attractions of this
service is the Sabores do Mundo (Tastes of the World)

In general, the satisfaction level among GOL passengers
is high, since 82% of those surveyed said they would
recommend the Company to friends and relatives.

18
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Shareholders
The Company’s IR website was recognized as one of the Top
5 in Latin America and, for the third straight year, and came
in first among Brazilian companies and ranked in the Top 5 in
Latin America in the Best Disclosure Practices category.

The Investor Relations (IR) department is responsible
for disclosing information to investors and the financial
market in a transparent manner, respecting legal and
ethical principles.

Top of Mind Internet
GOL is the airline most remembered by Internet users,
according to the Top of Mind Internet 2008 awarded by the
UOL web portal. For the second straight year, the Company
led its segment with 43% of the vote and also placed first in
terms of spontaneous mentions, with a 64% majority. The Top
of Mind awards were created to recognize the brands that
Internet users most remember as they browse the Web.

Events are continuously promoted to communicate
information related to the Company’s performance and the IR
department also responds to investor and research analyst
information requests either by telephone or via the internet,
aiming to answer their questions about the Company.
Access to information is provided via the exclusive IR website,
which has a page especially for the press. Thus, the Company
maintains exclusive channels for its main stakeholders:
analysts, institutional investors, individual shareholders,
fixed income investors and the press.
In 2008, GOL received important awards that reflect its
transparency and good corporate governance practices:

2nd place in ranking of
Best Governed Major Latin Corporations 2008
GOL came in second in a ranking of non-financial companies in a
study focused on corporate governance in Latin American conducted
by the Spanish sustainability consulting firm Management &
Excellence (M&E), in partnership with Latin Finance magazine.

IRGR Award in the Best Disclosure Practices and
IR Site categories
GOL received three awards at the 10th IR Global Rankings
2008 (IRGR), which ranks and identifies the best practices in
the Investor Relations area and evaluated 160 companies in
32 countries in 2008.

The study analyzed corporate governance performance of
companies in terms of 41 practices used and accepted around
the world by institutional and private investors. GOL, the only
airline to make the ranking, uses 90.2% of the best practice
standards considered, compared to a 62.34% average among
all 50 of the companies studied.
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Suppliers

Management recognized by the IATA
GOL CEO Constantino de Oliveira Júnior, received the GALA
(Galeria Aeronáutica Lationoamericana – Latin American
Aeronautics Gallery) award in the category of Empresários
Ilustres do Transporte Aéreo (Illustrious Air Transport
Executives) at the Wings of Change conference organized
by the FIDAE (International Air and Space Fair). The
award, sponsored by the IATA (International Air Transport
Association), recognizes key executives and institutions for
their involvement in the development of the aviation industry
in Latin America. Our CEO was the only Brazilian executive
from the sector among those recognized.

In 2008, GOL sought to diversify its supplier base by
incorporating small companies into its procurement
processes. For that purpose, it established a partnership
with the NGO Integrare, an organization seeking to include
representatives of Brazilian social diversity in the productive
and supply chains.
Aware of the importance of integrating human, ethnic and
gender diversity in the exercise of its social responsibility, GOL
is committed to including estimates of partners associated
with Integrare in its procurement processes.

Best low-cost airline in South America
Skytrax Airline Reviews, an industry-specific consulting firm,
recognized GOL as the best low-cost airline operating in
South America. The award was based on an online survey of
more than 4 million passengers from around the world that
evaluated 35 items, ranging from on-board services to cabin
comfort and baggage handling.

Through this initiative, the Company increases the
competitiveness among its suppliers and promotes business
opportunities that lead to inclusion, integration and
socioeconomic development with value generation and a
better income distribution in society.

Company with the most respect for the consumer
In 2008, GOL received the award The Company with the Most
Respect for the Consumer in the Airline category. The survey
was conducted by TNS InterScience for the Consumidor
Moderno magazine and indicates the level of consumers’
satisfaction with the companies that provide services to
them, according to the following attributes: service, quality
of products and/or services, price, ethics, serious and
committed advertising, and customer satisfaction monitoring
through surveys.
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Lean Office Project
To minimize waste in procurement processes, GOL has mapped the management of its central storehouse focusing
on 4 concepts:
1 – Safety first: no changes may be made in the process if the safety of either an employee or the material is compromised
2 – Simplest is best: implementing simple, low-cost solutions
3 – Set rules: creation of rules that will guide the process and tools to ensure they are followed, avoiding divergence from
the established process
4 – Continued improvement: continued enhancement in small steps
Based on these concepts, areas of improvement were determined to eliminate waste and improve quality, time and
cost of production:

Mapping

Improvements

Bureaucratic process, depending on individual actions

Document in a systemic, continuous flow

Disorganized process with no alignment

New aligned layout, continuous flow and use of FIFO3 at receipt

Unbalanced tasks

Balancing among cells is made easier by the aligned layout and elimination
of tasks that do not add value

Unnecessary travel and transportation of materials

Redesign of receipt and dispatch layout, eliminating unnecessary travel and transportation

Excessive unmovable material

Organization of receipt cell, improving its efficiency and reducing unmovable material

Excessive documents on desks

Establishing a continuous document flow eliminating individualized receipts
and partial invoice receipt

Materials released without IRM4 having been filled

Compulsory filling of IRM at the moment of technical inspection

Large number of pending receipts

Redesigning the process layout, increasing receipt efficiency by defining and
standardizing activities and elimination of partial receipt

Heavy flow of people on the premises of the central storehouse

Improvement of control and creation of a policy to limit access to the
storehouse

3

First In, First Out – storage method in which items are used according to the order in which they were received (in case of items with limited useful life). Other items are used according to how long they have
been in storage.
Physical and document inspection that checks if the component is damaged and allows its traceability from manufacturing through delivery.

4

The changes generated by the Lean Office method have allowed the Company to reduce the total time spent in repairing a
certain component, known as turn-around time (TAT), measured from the time of removal of the aircraft up to its actual return
to inventory.
In 2008, national TAT was reduced by 40% and international TAT by 42%. The goal for 2009 is to reduce international TAT by an
additional 14%.
Furthermore, with the decreased TAT, GOL reduced its need for component storage and will begin to sell its excess stored parts.
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Community

Rede promotes a cultural exchange between children from
the states of São Paulo and Pará, exploring both regions’
cultural and environmental diversity. In 2008 the groups
exchanged essays on the topic “Our Environment” and
discussed environmental sustainability at the Integration
Camp in Pirenópolis, Goiás State.

GOL seeks to share the fruit of its successful performance with
the community, encouraging inclusion and social development
in Brazil. To achieve this objective, it supports several social,
cultural and sports projects, described below.

In recognition of its actions, in 2008 Vaga Lume won first place
in two important awards: Prêmio Vivaleitura – an initiative
of the Ministry of Culture (MinC) and Education (MEC) and
the Organization of Ibero-American States for Education,
Science and Culture (OEI) – for its project training Expedition
Multiplying Agents; and the Chico Mendes Award of the
Environment Ministry (MMA) for Network in the Environmental
Education category.

Social Projects
GOL supports several development and social inclusion
projects throughout Brazil. Most of the support given to
these projects consists of donating airplane tickets to
expand the scope and focus of the institutions’ work. In
2008 more than 1,500 tickets were donated.
Education

Associação Vaga Lume (Firefly Association)
Through the Expedição (Expedition) and Rede (Network)
programs, Vaga Lume contributes to the cultural and
educational development of the rural communities of the
Brazilian Legal Amazon and to its integration with the other
Brazilian regions.

In a country with Brazil’s size and inequality, getting closer
is crucial to foster social development. The partnership with
GOL has shortened the distances Vaga Lume must travel to
maintain a quality relationship with volunteers, participants,
supporters and the technical team, strengthening its network.
The tickets donated have allowed the exchange of experiences
and integration between the Programs by facilitating
the transportation of participants (multiplying agents,
reading mediators, teachers, students and members of the
community) and the Vaga Lume team across the 20 cities in
the Amazon as well as between the Amazon and São Paulo.

In 2008 Expedição distributed over 15,000 new books among
the 131 Vaga Lume community libraries in the Amazon.
By building local teams, members of the community itself
become protagonists of the project, which encourages more
than 22,000 children to develop the habit of reading.
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Bolshoi
The Bolshoi Theater School in Brazil encourages the
inclusion of children and youth in the world of culture by
providing access to professional training in classical dance,
creating citizen-artists. In 2008 approximately 230 students
benefitted from the program. The Bolshoi Theater School in
Brazil and the Cia. Jovem ETBB (Bolshoi Theater School in
Brazil Youth Company) disseminated classical dance across
the Brazilian states where they performed during the year:
Bahia, the Federal District, Minas Gerais, Paraíba, Paraná,
Pernambuco, Piauí, Rio de Janeiro, Santa Catarina and São
Paulo. The performances were attended by around 50,000
people in Brazil and 5,000 people in Italy and Russia.

Since the project’s inception, 70,000 children and 9,500
teachers have taken part in the caravan, which traveled
across 34 Brazilian cities. In 2008 alone, 25,000 children and
3,500 teachers benefitted from it.
The tickets donated by GOL to the Caravana do Esporte e
da Música in 2008 allowed the Project’s team to travel each
month to the benefitted cities, as well as permitting the
representatives of the cities visited to participate in the 1st
Caravan Forum, held in Salvador in August. At the Forum,
teachers and public administrators exchanged experiences,
in addition to sharing moments of intense reflection on
education, public policies and civil society’s participation in
the improvement of quality of life for children. Overall, thanks
to GOL’s support, 25,000 children and 3,500 teachers of public
schools took part in educational sports activities.

The tickets donated by GOL contributed to the professional
improvement of Cia. Jovem ETBB’s dancers and allowed
the company to participate in classes and cultural exchange
in Russia. Furthermore, the partnership brought partners
closer, as well as allowing the pre-selection of dancers and
performances of the company.

Caravana do Esporte e da Música (The Sports and Music Caravan)
This project encourages the practice of sports and an interest
in art among students and teachers of public schools in lowincome communities.
Teachers attend lectures on the multidisciplinary nature of
education and how physical and artistic education may be
included in school syllabuses.
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Fundação Gol de Letra (Perfect Gol Foundation)
Fundação Gol de Letra provides access to education, culture,
sports and leisure for children, teenagers and young people in Rio
de Janeiro and São Paulo through integral education programs.

which promoted contact between different cultures and the
exchange of experiences among educators. Gol de Letra also
made use of the tickets offered by GOL to attend events and
courses that strengthened the Institution’s performance.

In São Paulo, more than one thousand people have already
been benefitted by the programs Jogo Aberto (sports
practice and development of social skills), Virando o Jogo
(integral education, citizenship and expansion of educational,
cultural and social repertoires) and Programa de Jovens
(education through workshops on topics related to personal
development and cultural and artistic training). In Rio de
Janeiro, approximately 300 people benefitted from the Gol de
Letra projects.

Instituto Ayrton Senna (Ayrton Senna Institute)
In 2008, GOL supported the fifth Ayrton Senna Racing Day,
a relay marathon whose proceeds are donated to fund
educational projects developed by the institute, which benefits
almost two million children and young people every year.
Instituto Criar de TV, Cinema e Novas Mídias (Create Institute
of TV, Cinema and New Media)
Founded in 2003 by TV variety show host Luciano Huck, every
year Instituto Criar de TV, Cinema e Novas Mídias trains
150 low-income youth in technical audiovisual professions,
aiming to include them in the job market. In addition to
technical workshops on camera operation, lighting, audio,
costume design and editing, participants also receive social
and cultural education to foster their development.

With the National Social Assistance Policy as model, the foundation
proposal includes services to families and the strengthening of
communities by means of social-educational initiatives.
The partnership with GOL allowed the integration between
the members of the Gol de Letra team and the improvement
of the Institution’s management through periodic meetings,
which aligned the scope of the work and defined Gol de
Letra’s strategic plans.

Instituto Criar has an Inclusion Center that is constantly on
the lookout for internship opportunities for its students with
video producers, TV stations and other companies in the
audiovisual industry. Around 85% of the youth that completed
the workshops were employed as interns by partners of the
Apprentice Program.

Furthermore, GOL allowed the interchange between Gol de
Letra’s youth and the French organization Sports dans la Ville,
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Former students may continue to improve their knowledge
through free, technical and higher education courses by
means of partnerships that finance their studies and help pay
for their transportation, in addition to giving scholarships to
renowned schools.

between the programs’ coordinators, allowing them to
develop quality work. Additionally, it allowed courses to be
given on Inclusive Education and the Role of Schools for
Children with Disabilities, meetings of the Board of Directors
and Board of Executive Officers, Management Work Teams,
and the meeting of the Scientific Commission of the XXIII
APAE National Congress and the IV Self-Advocates Forum,
which also received donated airline tickets.

The tickets donated by GOL were essential for Instituto Criar,
allowing students to attend the Festival de Experiências
Populares em Audiovisual (Popular Audiovisual Experiences)
and the Festival de Jovens Realizadores (Young Producers
Festival), at which they received awards. Furthermore, GOL’s
support enabled members of the Institute to attend meetings
to monitor partnerships with companies from other cities,
strengthening the organization’s sustainability.

Ashoka
Ashoka is an international organization supporting social
entrepreneurs with innovative ideas who are able to promote
changes in the communities in which they are involved. The
entrepreneurs selected receive a three-year scholarship that
allows them to dedicate themselves entirely to their projects.
Ashoka has 563 social entrepreneurs in South America, 312
of whom are in Brazil and in Paraguay.

Social mobilization and encouragement for social entrepreneurialism
Association of Parents and Friends of People with Disabilities - APAE
APAE is a privately-owned philanthropic, non-profit institution
whose mission is to advocate for the rights of people with
disabilities. The purpose of the association is to work toward
improving quality of life and integration into society by means
of several programs including revitalizing the role of relatives
of people with disabilities and projects in the health, education
and employment arenas.

Another Ashoka initiative is Geração MudaMundo (Generation
Change the World), whereby 1,750 Brazilian young people
receive incentives to develop social entrepreneurship projects
in their communities.
GOL contributes to this project by donating tickets, enabling
Ashoka’s network of social entrepreneurs in Brazil and South
America to be considered the most integrated within the
Organization, which allows a greater exchange of knowledge
and experience among participants.

Through the partnership established with GOL in 2008,
tickets were donated that contributed to greater articulation
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Thus, GOL’s partnership benefits Ashoka’s Social
Entrepreneur Network and expands the participation of
youth in Geração MudaMundo, contributing to more efficient
construction and dissemination of knowledge.

helping youth enter the job market through the incentive of
the Lei do Aprendiz (Apprentice Law), no. 10.097/2000, which
prepares young Brazilians to enter the job market as a means
of transforming their personal and social realities.

In 2008 Ashoka traveled throughout Brazil to choose its 25
new social entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurs chosen have
developed projects that have already directly benefitted 7,708
people, in addition to indirectly benefitting another 50,000
people. Geração MudaMundo benefits 1,750 youth and 85
educators directly and 4,400 people indirectly.

Today there are 140,000 employed in the country. In a
partnership with the government, the program set a goal of
employing 800,000 young apprentices by 2010.
The institute’s athletes were able to attend events, meeting
with the Ministry of Labor and with the President, encouraging
national mobilization regarding the Apprentice Law, thanks
to the tickets donated by GOL. Furthermore, GOL’s support
allowed the participation of speakers and social organizers in
the Apprentice Law Seminar held in July.

Atletas pela Cidadania (Athletes for Citizenship)
Atletas pela Cidadania project is based on the idea of using
the image of famous Brazilian athletes for political action
involving the defense and promotion of transformational
social causes, uniting the government, NGOs and companies
for the common good.

Canto Cidadão (Citizen’s Corner)
In this partnership, the organization acts primarily through
two social programs, seeking to foster human development
for social balance: Doutores Cidadãos (Citizen Doctors)
and Canto Cidadão em todos os Cantos (Citizen’s Corner
in every Corner).

The group is composed of renowned Brazilian athletes,
including: Ana Beatriz Moser, Cafu, Gustavo Borges,
Hortência, Joaquim Cruz, Jorginho, Kaká, Lars Grael,
Leonardo, Magic Paula, Oscar Schmidt, Raí Oliveira, Rogério
Ceni and Sócrates, among others.

The social program Doutores Cidadãos, which has existed
since 1999, operates in hospitals and retirement homes
through a group of 1,000-plus volunteers who interact with
adult patients and health professionals, bringing citizenship,
joy and well being.

Currently the projects Oportunidade para Juventude
(Opportunity for Youth) and Melhoria da Educação (Education
Improvement) are being developed, with the purpose of
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The Canto Cidadão em todos os Cantos program, in turn,
develops and holds lectures, workshops, training sessions,
visits and interviews across Brazil aiming to disseminate
concepts and practices that encourage good citizenship
through social activism. This initiative has already benefitted
40,000 people directly, among them patients, professionals,
students, government agencies in the health area and the
community in general.

Care also works toward improving the quality of life in these
communities and develops food safety programs by planting
vegetable gardens and recovering the vegetation through
reforestation. In Bahia, for example, 37,000 trees have already
been planted.
In 2008, with the tickets donated by GOL, Care was able to
transfer technology and implement training and technical
software support programs, improving field practices;
promote the interchange among the Organization’s programs,
ensuring the learning exchange and the transfer of best in
class methods across programs; attend congresses and
events; and establish partnerships with other institutions.

In 2008 the partnership between GOL and Canto Cidadão
allowed more than 6,000 people from 17 Brazilian cities to
benefit from lectures and training sessions on volunteer work
and Doutores Cidadãos’ hospital visits. In addition, Canto
Cidadão flew GOL to Buenos Aires, Argentina, to attend the
International Congress of Hospital Clowns, where they offered
training to people from 14 countries, as well other trips that
significantly increased the organization’s social impact.

Eu Quero Ajudar (I Want to Help)
The Eu Quero Ajudar Association aims to assist the
development of underprivileged communities in Ceará State.
In Jaguaruana, the association implemented the Quero Ser
Grande (I Want to Be Big) project, whose purpose was to
integrate health and education by promoting improvements
in the school environment.

Care
Care’s proposal is to understand and fight the structural roots
of poverty through several education, income generation and
social mobilization programs, which promote sustainability
in low-income communities throughout Brazil.

With the project’s support and the community’s joint efforts,
the local school building was renovated and a library and
a play area were set up. Additionally, the association
organized lectures for students and teachers on several
different topics, such as literacy teaching techniques,
recycling and socialization.

With programs to improve productive processes, technical
support and education, approximately 3,000 people have
already had their income expanded in the states of Amazonas,
Bahia, Piauí, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.
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Another project developed focused on training the female
population of the communities to work with carnauba straw, a
raw material abundant in the region. Taught by the Community
Association of Itaiçaba’s Craftswomen, the course was 80-hours
long and focused on setting up cooperatives, covering straw
harvesting, treatment, dyeing and braiding, in addition to product
design and sales. Two groups totaling 50 students were trained
and will be able to live off their craft.

environmental education, digital inclusion, children’s
education, shelter care and supplementary education for
children living on the streets and victims of child labor,
domestic violence and sexual exploitation.
The tickets donated by GOL were used in trips taken with
the purpose of encouraging awareness among the elected
mayors of the importance of prioritizing children and
teenagers in their governments. In addition, the tickets
were also used to take members of Fundação Abrinq
to Brasília in order to attend the event in which mayors
received the Prefeito Amigo da Criança (Child Friendly
Mayor) award during the term of office that ended in 2008.

With the tickets donated by GOL, volunteers were able to
attend the project Quero Ser Grande – Crescendo com
Atitude (I Want to Be Big – Growing with Attitude) putting
together a puppet show on the topic of socialization for 800
children of Jaguaruana, followed by distribution of toys and
snacks. Additionally, a survey was conducted to assess the
conditions in which the local population was living, analyzing
the impact of the Institution’s actions on the quality of life
of the community and identifying ways to promote selfsustained development. Following this survey, the Eu Quero
Ajudar association developed two projects in the region:
Recycling and Craft Cooperative, both of which are in the
implementation stage.

Other projects developed with GOL’s support were:

Furthermore, in each of their visits the team distributes muchneeded clothes and shoes to the local population.

Fundação Abrinq (Abrinq Foundation)
Fundação Abrinq is a non-profit organization that
defends the rights of Brazilian children and teenagers.
In its 19 years of existence, it has already benefitted
more than six million children and teenagers in over
2,000 cities nationwide.

Projeto Mudando a História
(Changing History Project)

Reading mediation in Manaus (AM)

Prêmio Criança (Child Award)

Award that acknowledges innovative
initiatives for children aged 0-6

Programa Garagem Digital
(Digital Garage Program)

Digital inclusion so as to contribute to
youth education and to the development
of their communities

A Primeira Infância vem Primeiro
(First Childhood Comes First)

Project aiming to enforce the right to
education, health and protection of
children aged 0-6

Additionally, the members of Fundação Abrinq flew GOL
to attend several events during the year, such as the I
National Conference on Professional Learning, in Brasília,
the Mercosur Educational Platform, the III World Congress
Against Sexual Exploitation of Children and Adolescents
and the IX Cities Conference.

In order to achieve these positive results, the foundation
works jointly with public schools, companies, social
organizations, municipal governments and volunteers
who wish to help improve the quality of life of children and
teenagers. Additionally, it monitors the federal government
and all the laws and constitutional amendment proposals
regarding children and teenagers.

The tickets donated also allowed the foundation to bring
important lecturers to the Brazilian Congress on the Rights
of Children and Adolescents, such as Vital Didonet, an
educator specialized in children’s education and advisor to
UNICEF’s World Organization for Early Childhood Education
(OMEP), Cristina Albuquerque, and Maria do Pilar, Primary
Education Secretary for the Ministry of Education.

In 2008, approximately 240,000 children and teenagers
benefitted from projects that encourage reading,
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In short, through GOL’s support, Fundação Abrinq was able to
bring books and access to computers to children of the northern
and northeastern regions of Brazil. In addition, it allowed more
children who were living on the streets or were victims of child
labor to join a social project; encouraged corporations and
governments to build more day care centers; and disseminated
the rights of children and teenagers across Brazil.

Health
Brazilian Association for Children with Physical Disabilities
(AACD)
In its 58 years of existence, AACD has consolidated
itself as an example of quality in the treatment and
rehabilitation of Brazilian children with physical
disabilities. The Association’s mission is to assist in the
prevention and rehabilitation of physical disabilities,
especially in children, teenagers and youth, enabling
social integration.

Futebol dos Atores (Soccer with the Stars)
The Project consists of charity soccer matches featuring
renowned actors played in several Brazilian cities with
the purpose of collecting non-perishable food items. The
donations are taken to philanthropic institutions of the area
where the match is played. In 2008, 39 tonnes of food were
collected in 13 matches in cities such as Florianópolis (Santa
Catarina State), Porto Alegre (Rio Grande do Sul State) and
Santos (São Paulo State). The tickets donated by GOL were
used to transport the actors and the program’s organizers.

The institution has nine units, six orthopedic device
factories, four schools and a hospital (located in São
Paulo, in the Ibirapuera unit). In 2008, the institution
recorded 1,221,389 doctor’s visits, 6,878 operations and
66,961 orthopedic devices manufactured. Approximately
96% of the patients are cared for free of charge.

Pastoral da Criança (Children’s Ministry)
Pastoral da Criança aims to provide care to children, pregnant
women and families by raising community awareness of
health, education and citizenship issues through community
leaders residing in the communities.

In 2008, AACD held the XI Teleton, a TV marathon
fundraiser with collected funds used for patient
treatment. GOL participated by donating tickets and
announcing the campaign on its website for a month.
The tickets reduced the institution’s costs significantly
and were used to record life histories for the AACD Minas
Gerais, Pernambuco, Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina
and Rio de Janeiro unit Telethons, as well as to allow
children and their relatives to attend the show, held on
November 7 and 8.

Pastoral’s work is carried out by more than 261,000 volunteers who
give support to the institution. Every month, over 1.8 million children
aged 0-6 and 94,000 pregnant women are cared for by volunteers.
Overall, approximately 21 million house calls are made every year.
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GOL also donated tickets that helped the institution establish
new partnerships, attend courses and training sessions,
symposiums and sporting events and implement information
technology projects, as well as allowing greater integration
among AACD’s units.

GOL’s support was essential to make the Project’s work
feasible. The tickets donated by the Company allowed the
volunteer doctors to carry out 2,704 visits and 521 surgeries.

Projeto Felicidade (Project Happiness)
Projeto Felicidade’s proposal is to help children who are
undergoing cancer treatment to regain their self-esteem.
Patients from 32 hospitals throughout the country are
selected to spend five days with their families in associated
hotels, where they take part in several social, cultural and
leisure activities.

Centro Infantil Boldrini (Boldrini Children’s Center)
The hospital, located in Campinas, São Paulo State, is a national
benchmark in the treatment of childhood cancer and blood-borne
illnesses. In 2008, Boldrini performed 785 surgeries, 57,894 medical
consultations, 33,592 chemotherapy sessions and received 897 new
cases from several different regions of the country.

One such activity is a visit to GOL’s headquarters, in São
Paulo, during which the patients participate in recreational
activities. Additionally, GOL’s employees have the
opportunity to have lunch with the children and to sponsor
one of the patients by giving him or her a toy.

Through ticket donations, GOL supports the training of
professionals who work at Boldrini, allowing them to attend
congresses and scientific exchanges for professional
improvement that contribute significantly to the quality of the
treatment offered by the Hospital to its patients.

In 2008, 1,112 people benefitted from the project, among
patients and their families. The project also offers yearround tutoring for students and professional education for
their parents at its headquarters.

Furthermore, with GOL’s support, Boldrini’s other employees
also take part in meetings, training seminars and workshops
and fundraising campaigns.

Expedicionários da Saúde (Health Expedition)
Created in 2003 by a group of volunteer doctors, Expedicionários
da Saúde brings specialized medicine and surgical procedures
to the indigenous populations living in isolation in the Brazilian
Amazon. Through the program Operando na Amazônia
(Operating in the Amazon), Expedicionários da Saúde has
already conducted 12 expeditions, totaling 1,505 surgeries and
6,962 doctor’s visits.

The project was able to expand the scope of its operation
thanks to the tickets donated by GOL, bringing children and
their families from 15 Brazilian cities including Cuiabá,
Natal, Salvador, Recife, Florianópolis and Porto Alegre.
In 2008, 90 people benefitted from free transportation
provided by GOL, which allowed them to participate in
Projeto Felicidade.
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Cultural Projects
In 2008, GOL sponsored over 30 cultural projects including plays, musicals and concerts that highlight Brazilian and South American
cultures and bring a new cultural experience to several regions.
The Company’s support increases the opportunities for creation, production and distribution of culture, promoting its democratization; shaping new audiences and generating a rich cultural exchange between Brazil and other South American countries.

A Brazilian comedy phenomenon since
2003, the group of six comedians has
already been applauded by over one
million people
GOL invests in children’s theater; in
2008 it sponsored the musical Vovó
Delícia and the new production of Sítio
do Pica-Pau Amarelo
The musical offers the audience an account of Bossa Nova and the partnership
between two major composers: Antônio
Carlos Jobim and Vinicius de Moraes

Theater

Os Melhores do Mundo
A Cabra ou Quem é Silvya?
O Mistério de Irma Vap
Vovó Delícia
Sítio do Pica-Pau Amarelo
Brincando em cima daquilo
Cada um com seus pobremas
Alarme Falso
Tom e Vinicius

Playing in 14 Brazilian cities, the play
portrays the last hours of Lampião and
Maria Bonita, providing the audience
with an account of the most famous
story from the northeast of Brazil

Dona Flor e seus dois Maridos
Doce Deleite
Os Produtores
Lucio 80/30
Harold and Maude
Fuerza Bruta
Virgolino e Maria
Noé Noé deu a louca no convés

The show mixes fiction and true stories
of actors Lucio Mauro and Lucio Mauro
Filho, who perform together on stage
for the first time
On tour since 2005, the show performed
by the Argentine Company De La Guarda
involves the audience with interaction
between physical and visual theater,
without the use of words, set to a
soundtrack of electronic music.
The show integrates dance, song and
comedy, evoking the African culture,
opera and Brazilian modernism.

Movies

Os Desafinados
Feliz Natal

The play has already toured over 20
Brazilian cities and was watched by
more than 70,000 people. In 2008, the
seven-month tour in Rio de Janeiro was
watched by 40,000 people.

Sexo com Amor

Music
In 2008 GOL brought to Argentina the
Brazilian music festival, featuring
performances by some of the country’s
top musicians

Porão do Rock
Muba (Brazilian music festival)
Gilberto Gil

Lenine
Vive La Fête

Concert Halls
HSBC Brasil
Teatro Procópio Ferreira

VIVO RIO

Special Projects

The award aims to recognize the work,
life and legacy of Brazilians who work
toward transforming Brazilian reality

Anima Mundi
Auslander
Festival do Humor (Comedy Festival)

Dream Fashion Tour
Beach Park
Brasília’s anniversary

Trip Transformadores Award

To select the projects to be sponsored quickly and transparently, at the end of 2008 GOL created a specific tool to receive requests
from cultural producers, who submit their projects for sponsorship via the website www.elo3.com.br/golcultural. The selection process takes into account whether the projects meet the criteria set forth in the Company’s Cultural Sponsorship Policy and the final
analysis and decision making process is made by GOL’s marketing team.
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Sports Projects

Paralympics, Adria Santos won a bronze medal in the track
and field competition and Clodoaldo Silva won two medals –
one silver and one bronze – in the swimming competition.

GOL’s support of sports projects is dedicated to the
appreciation of Brazilian sports through a national and
international sponsorship, focusing on human development.

Also in 2008, GOL signed a sponsorship agreement with the
Brazilian Water Sports Confederation (CBDA) and since then
it has donated air tickets to events of the confederation’s five
Olympic sports: swimming, water polo, diving, synchronized
swimming and swimming marathons.

Aiming to expand the opportunities for Brazilian sports and
contribute to the inclusion of different social classes in the
sports universe by training new athletes and increasing the
number of spectators, the Company offers transportation for
delegations and promotes events throughout Brazil.

In addition to promoting sports development, the projects have
been designed to associate the Company’s image to sports
that evoke health, well being, sportsmanship and a sense of
achievement and to athletes that reflect GOL’s characteristics
– youthful spirit, boldness and determination.

Currently GOL sponsors surfing (Billabong Pro Junior
Circuit, Billabong Ladies Pro, Billabong Girls Pro, Super Surf,
Petrobras Women’s Surfing Circuit, Petrobras Longboard
Classic, Petrobras Men’s Surfing Championship), sailing
(Fernando de Noronha Regatta, Rolex Ilhabela Sailing
Week, 65th Naval School Regatta, and the Mitsubishi GOL
Sailboat), beach volleyball (BB Beach Volleyball Circuit),
wakeboard (Wakeboard Brazilian Championship), kite
surfing (Brazilian Kite surfing Circuit) and rally (2008
Mitsubishi Rally) championships.

Sports events sponsored in 2008
Arena Cross
Billabong Girls Pro
Billabong Pro Junior
Billabong Wake Cup
Brazilian Kite Surfing Championship
Brazilian Wakeboard Championship
III Brazilian Wind Surfing Championship
CBDA events
BB Beach Volleyball Circuit
Petrobras Women’s Surfing Circuit
24-Hour Challenge
Stars Challenge
Ayrton Senna Marathon
Naval School Regatta
Fernando de Noronha Regatta
Supersurf

In 2008, the Company sponsored a team of eight Olympic
and Paralympic athletes who are part of the GOL Esportes
Project team, composed of Tiago Camilo, Leandro Guilheiro
and Mayra Aguia (judo); Ricardo Winicki (“Bimba” - windsurf);
Flávia Delaroli (swimming); Clodoaldo Silva (Paralympics
swimming); Adria Santos (Paralympics track and field); and
João Fernando (Paralympics table tennis and also a GOL
employee). GOL’s investment in this talented group of athletes
has already yielded good results: in Beijing, Tiago Camilo and
Leandro Guilheiro won two bronze medals in judo and, at the
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GOL Document and Memory Center
Aware of the importance of recording its history, in 2003
GOL created the Document and Memory Center. Keeping
the corporate memory alive is one more way to celebrate
our values and culture in addition to those demonstrated by
the Company’s operations. These representations are the
result of social dynamism and are embedded in scenarios
that also allow the understanding of a certain time in history.
GOL believes this contribution to be hugely important to the
construction of Brazilian collective memory, which is the
basis for social transformations.
With this purpose, the Document and Memory Center analyzes
and proposes fundamental methods for preserving GOL’s
memory. The Center currently keeps approximately 53,000
items, of which 1,807 are audiovisual, 226 bibliographical,
26,067 iconographic, 24,439 textual and 461 are museum
items. This wealth of data also acts as an information
center, whereby GOL promotes activities such as organizing
temporary exhibitions, services for students and researchers
and technical visits by other companies.
Having established itself as a model company is the country’s
aviation industry after a mere eight years of existence, GOL
is already investing in preserving its history to build an
institutional identity with solid bases aiming to maintain
its internal cohesion and a sense of belonging. Employee
identification with the Company’s principles helps improve the
quality of the services provided, including customer service.
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T

hrough its fleet and operations, GOL reiterates its
commitment to the environment. Aware of its impact,
the Company continually implements measures to
reduce waste and raw material consumption and minimize
its ecological footprint.

pilots shut down one of the engines in airports to further
reduce consumption.
Additionally, aiming to reduce as much as possible the
amount of time the aircraft circles over airports and avoid
aircraft and engine wear, GOL works jointly with air traffic
control agencies to make aircraft approach faster and more
directly. This was intensified after last year’s oil price hike.

Aircraft
The Company’s fleet is primarily composed of modern
Boeing 737 Next Generation aircraft, which generate
less sound pollution. The installation of winglets in all
our aircraft also enabled lower fuel consumption and,
consequently, lower CO2 emission. In line with these
impact minimizing measures, after landing the aircraft

During 2008, as part of the fleet renovation program, we
replaced 11 Boeing 737-300s with seven 737-700 and four
737-800 Next Generation aircraft. We also decommissioned
12 aircraft belonging to our fleet, returning five and using the
other seven in sublet, charter, or cargo transport operations.
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Maintenance Center
GOL’s Maintenance Center in Lagoa Santa, Minas Gerais State, next to Confins Airport, complies with all environmental licenses
and legislation requirements and currently has an environmental department with chemical, sanitation and environmental
engineering teams working 24 hours a day.
Waste
At the Aircraft Maintenance Center, any type of chemical liquid and oil-based waste generated in aircraft maintenance and
painting processes is sent for treatment at specialized companies. The Effluent Chemical Treatment Station (ETE) receives
and treats runoff generated from washing aircraft and aircraft parts, as well as from the Maintenance Center floors, sinks and
first aid post. After the water is treated, it is reused in the Maintenance Center in activities such as floor, equipment and nonmetallic material cleaning. The physical-chemical characteristics of effluents are constantly analyzed for improved treatment
and environmental agency monitoring.
With the expansion of the Maintenance Center, the waste treatment system will be tripled. Hazardous and non-inert waste
is incinerated in accordance with the environmental legislation and the standards set forth by the Brazilian Association of
Technical Standards (NBR 10004). All other waste generated at the Maintenance Center is also disposed of in accordance with
environmentally sound practices approved by the applicable environmental agency.
Treatment and disposal of waste from the Maintenance Center in 2008
Treatment/Disposal

Quantity (Kg)

% of Total

Incineration

141,493.31

75

Recycling / reuse / reprocessing / re-refining

47,060.86

25

Total waste generated

188,554.17

100

Out of total waste generated, GOL reuses 20% of what would otherwise be incinerated, turning them into industrial input, and donates
25% of recyclable waste. In addition to environmental gain from reducing the impact on the environment, the Company also reduced
costs with waste disposal by 53% per aircraft serviced at the hangar compared to 2007 and by 28% per kilogram of generated waste.
All the companies that provide reprocessing, recycling and incineration services are licensed by the environmental agencies and other
government agencies and, after the waste is treated or disposed of, they issue a Certificate of Waste Treatment and Disposal.
Recycling and reuse in 2008
Material

Paper (Kg)

Plastic (Kg)

Metal (Kg)

Chemical Products
/ Kerosene / Oil
(Kg)

Carpets (Kg)

Total 2008

8,418

2,813

12,893.45

18,763.61

4,172.8

47,060.86

%

18%

5.98%

27.40%

39.87%

8.87%

100.00%
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Emissions
To reduce the emission of substances hazardous to the
atmosphere, the painting hangar was equipped with filters
that retain the particulate material and the volatile organic
compounds generated in the aircraft painting process.

As part of GOL’s recycling program, travelling exhibitions
were organized to educate and raise awareness on the
importance of environment preservation. That the exhibit
travels is fundamental, since it joins the Company’s several
bases throughout Brazil.

Materials
The chemical products used in Maintenance Center activities
are assessed by the environmental department in charge,
which evaluates their composition regarding substances
listed as currently prohibited or to be prohibited in the future
with environmental impacts and that cannot be treated at the
Treatment Station. The products with these characteristics
are replaced with others that cause less damage, reducing
the impact of the use of chemical products.

Another environmental initiative is the support that has
been given to the reforestation program Floresta do Futuro
(Future Forest) for four years. This project, developed by
the SOS Mata Atlântica Foundation, contributes to the
preservation of the biodiversity and cultural identity of the
Atlantic Rainforest.
The Company finances planting and maintenance of
GOL Forest, composed of 30,000 native trees near
Piracicaba River and the Ponte Nova reservoir in the
of Salesópolis, both in São Paulo State. The trees
monitored until they are 1.5 meters high, when they
start sustaining themselves.

Environmental programs
Implemented five years ago, the Passando a Limpo (Wiping
Clean) program is an intelligent aircraft dry-cleaning method
that results in a 90% savings in water consumption. The
amount of water saved per plane is enough to cover the daily
needs of a family of four.

the
the
city
are
can

This reforestation contributes to the preservation of biodiverse flora and fauna, in addition to directly improving
water quality and quantity. The riparian forest prevents
rain from depositing sediment on the river bed, causing
it to fill with soil and lose depth. Furthermore, trees also
improve air quality by absorbing carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere through photosynthesis.

In addition to this project, in 2006 GOL instituted its Recycling
Program, which involves the selective collection of garbage
from all of the Company’s offices. The materials are collected
separately once a day and sent to recycling companies through
cooperatives. As of 2008, the program’s paper recycling effort
had saved 886 trees from being cut down.
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Economic performance - Ibase

1. CALCULATION BASE

2008 – R$ thousand

Net revenue (NR)

2007 – R$ thousand

6,409,578

4,967,262

Operating result (OR)

(85,264)

60,616

Gross payroll (GP)

653,362

235,299

2. INTERNAL SOCIAL INDICATORS

2008

2007

R$ thousand

% of GP

% of NR

R$ thousand

% of GP

% of NR

49,298

7.55

0.77

37,714

16.03

0.76

233,003

35.66

3.64

177,843

75.58

3.58

Professional training and development

10,479

1.60

0.16

8,303

3.53

0.17

Employee transportation

26,249

4.05

0.41

10,908

4.64

0.22

2,311

0.35

0.04

2,143

0.91

0.04

17,380

2.66

0.27

44,883

19.07

0.90

338,900

51.87

5.29

281,794

119.76

5.67

R$ thousand

% on GP

% on NR

R$ thousand

% of GP

% of GP

117

0.02

0.0018

231

0.10

-

-

-

-

1,720

0.73

0.03

Sports and leisure

470

0.07

0.0073

-

-

-

Health and sanitation

523

0.08

0.0082

2,688

1.14

0.05

1,110

0.17

0.00173

4,639

1.97

0.09

Taxes (excluding social charges)

447,196

68.45

6.9770

296,464

125.99

5.97

Total – external social indicators

448,306

68.62

6.9943

301,103

127.96

6.05

% on GP

% on NR

Food
Compulsory benefits and social charges

Occupational health and safety
Profit sharing
Total – internal social indicators

3. EXTERNAL SOCIAL INDICATORS
Education
Culture

Total contributions to society

4. ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS
Regarding the establishment of annual targets for
reducing waste, decreasing overall consumption at
production/operation and increasing efficiency in the
use of natural resources, the company:

2008

2007

2008
R$ thousands

( x) does not have targets
( ) complies with 0 to 50%
( ) complies with 51% to75%
( ) complies with 76% to100%
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2007
R$ thousands

% of GP

( x ) does not have targets
( ) complies with 0 to 50%
( ) complies with 51% to75%
( ) complies with 76% to100%

% of GP
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5. STAFF INDICATORS
Number of employees, end of period
Number of new hires during the period

2008

2007

15,911

15,722

3,897

6,338

-

65

Number of outsourced staff
Number of trainees

48

86

Number of employees over 45 years of age

2,024

1,744

Number of female employees

6,827

8,857

29%

28%

273

225

0

0

287

344

Number of management positions occupied by women
Number of black employees
Number of management positions occupied by black employees
Number of employees with disabilities or special needs

6. RELEVANT INFORMATION ON THE
PRACTICE OF CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP

2008

2009 Goals

Relationship between the highest and lowest salaries

113

does not have targets

Total number of accidents in the workplace

248

does not have targets

The social and environmental projects developed by the company are defined by:

( ) executive officers
( x ) executive officers and managers
( ) all employees

( ) executive officers
( x ) executive officers and
managers
( ) all employees

The safety and health standards in the workplace are defined by:

( x ) executive officers and managers
( ) all employees
( ) all employees + CIPA*

( x ) executive officers and
managers
( ) all employees
( ) all employees + CIPA*

Regarding employees’ freedom of association, the right to collective bargaining
and internal representation, the company:

( x ) has no involvement
( ) follows ILO rules
( ) encourages and follows ILO rules

( x ) has no involvement
( ) follows ILO rules
( ) encourages and follows ILO rules

Private pension plans include:

( x ) executive officers
( ) executive officers and managers
( ) all employees

( x ) executive officers
( ) executive officers and managers
( ) all employees

Profit sharing includes:

( ) executive officers
( ) executive officers and managers
( x ) all employees

( ) executive officers
( ) executive officers and managers
( x ) all employees

Regarding supplier selection, the same ethics and social and environmental
responsibility standards adopted by the company:

( x ) are not considered
( ) are suggested
( ) are required

( x ) are not considered
( ) are suggested
( ) are required

Regarding employee participation
in volunteering programs, the company:

( ) has no involvement
( x ) supports
( ) organizes and encourages

( ) has no involvement
( ) supports
( x ) organizes and encourages

Total value added to be distributed (in R$ ‘000)

In 2008: 906,791

In 2007: 2,221,858

Distribution of Value Added

In 2008:
69.89% government
89.01% employees
4.00% shareholders
93.80 % third parties
-156.71% retained

In 2007:
21.15% government
29.67% employees
13.63% shareholders
37.10% third parties
-1.54% retained

* Internal Commission for Accident Prevention
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Corporate Information
Contact information
comcorp@golnaweb.com.br
55 (11) 2128-4415
VRG Linhas Aéreas S.A. - Grupo GOL
Praça Comandante Linneu Gomes, s/n – portão 03
Jardim Aeroporto
São Paulo – SP – Brazil
CEP: 04626-020
Telephone: (55 11) 5098-2000

Credits
General coordination
Investor Relations Department
Marketing Department
Social-Environmental Responsibility Department
Corporate Communication Advisory Department

Board of Directors
Chairman
Constantino de Oliveira*
Chairman
*Current: Álvaro de Souza

Sustainability Advisory Services
Elo 3 Integração Empresarial

Directors
Constantino de Oliveira Júnior
Henrique Constantino
Joaquim Constantino Neto
Ricardo Constantino
Alvaro de Souza
Antonio Kandir
Luiz Kaufmann
Richard F. Lark Jr.

Text, editing and translation
MZ Comunicação Corporativa Integrada
Graphic Design
MZ Design
Pictures
Acervo Memória GOL

Board of Executive Officers
Chief Executive Officer
Constantino de Oliveira Júnior
Executive Vice President - Marketing and Services
Tarcísio Geraldo Gargioni
Executive Vice President – Planning and Information Technology
Wilson Maciel Ramos
Technical Executive Vice President
Fernando Rockert de Magalhães
Chief Financial and Investor Relations Officer
Anna Cecília Bettencourt Cochrane*
Chief Financial and Investor Relations Officer*
*Current: Leonardo Porciúncula Gomes Pereira
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